Texaid Sorting Facilities in Switzerland

Host: Texaid
Date: Thursday, October 25, 2018
Location: Schattdorf, Switzerland
COST: $50 USD
Maximum capacity: 20 attendees
Duration of tour: 4.5 hours

Description: Texaid is a collecting, sorting and recycling textile company in Switzerland and Germany. The tour is organized in their operation facility in Switzerland. Schattdorf is located in the Canton of Uri, 3hrs from Milan by train. The visit will be in the sorting facility, in which over 2,000 tons of garments are sorted every year. A system of voice-operated pre-sorting system has been integrated to facilitate the sorting into 60 categories of items.

Travel: By Train Only: Milano Centrale train station to Erstfeld, Switzerland. Attendee is responsible for arriving/departing to/from Milano Centrale train station on their own. This cost is NOT included.

To book the train tickets, go to the website: https://www.sbb.ch/de/kaufen/pages/fahrplan/fahrplan.xhtml

To come to Erstfeld on 25/October
From : Milano Centrale  To : Erstfeld
Departure: 7:25am   Arrival: 10:56am
To leave from Erstfeld on 25/October

Option 1/ to Zurich Airport
From: Erstfeld  To: Zurich Flughafen
Departure: 16:34pm
Arrival: 18:13pm

See screen capture with train connection

Option 2/ to Milan
From: Erstfeld  To: Milano Centrale
Departure: 16:34pm
Arrival: 19:50pm
Lodging details: Hotel Höfli Altdorf AG in Altdorf, Switzerland. Hotel is 10min from the train station / site visit. Texaid will drop off guests who would like to spend the night here instead of taking train back to Milan. Attendee is responsible for cost of lodging.

Dress Code: Closed-toe, comfortable shoes

Agenda (subject to change):

- 11:00: Pick up guests at Erstfeld train station
- 11:15-11:45: Welcome Lunch
- 11:45-13:00: TEXAID Presentation + Discussion
- 13:00-13:15: Break
- 13:15-14:45: Sorting facility visit
- 14:45-15:45: Re:Design
- 15:45-16:00: Break
- 16:00: Departure to Erstfeld train station

Disclaimer:

Neither Textile Exchange nor Tour Host are responsible for the negligence of attendees. Out of courtesy for others attending, the tour will remain on schedule as per the agenda outlined by the Tour Host. No exceptions will be made for late pick-ups, early drop-offs or any variants to the schedule. It is the sole responsibility of the attendee to ensure his or her travel is planned in accordance with the guidelines indicated in this information sheet.